mature single-stranded DNA. The data clearly established that intact circles generated RNA complementary to only one strand, the complement of the mature strand in the duplex. Disrupted circles produced strands complementary to both DNA components.
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"0 Cairns, J., J. Mol. Biol., 6, 208 (1963) . 21 Dulbecco, R., and M. Vogt, these PROCEEDINGS, 50, 236 (1963) . "2 Weil, R., and J. Vinograd, these PROCEEDINGS, 50, 730 (1963 Very recently5 the photodissociation of the CO compound of cytochrome a3 at temperatures of liquid nitrogen has been demonstrated, and since the recombination of CO does not occur at 770K at a measurable rate, the system provides a "quantum counter" for intracellular luminescence. A considerably higher sensitivity toward UV radiation has been found in mitochondrial suspensions and intact cells which contain DPNH than has been observed in purified cytochrome oxidase (free of DPNH). (Complete details on this experiment will be published elsewhere.) Our results are consistent with the viewpoint that excitation of fluorescence of mitochondrial DPNH (maximum 340 mjA)6 provides a highly efficient fluorescence emission in the region of 410-500 mgu (maximum 443 m~u).7
This fluorescence intensity is apparently sufficient to accelerate the photodecomposition of the CO compound of cytochrome oxidase.
This experiment may afford an explanation of the remarkable coincidence of the maximum of the ultraviolet sensitivity of a number of insect visual receptors' with the peak of excitation for DPNH fluorescence,6 and a particularly striking example is that afforded by the studies of Apis.8 While it is apparent that the emission band of DPNH fluorescence overlaps only the short-wave side of the sensitivity curve of the longwave band of the insect receptors, the overlap is sufficient to allow adequate energy transfer between the two systems.
The different time dependence of the electroretinograms" 8 may indeed reflect an activation of mitochondrial function by the visual response itself-a possibility that is of considerable interest from the standpoint of energy demands of visual activation. This hypothesis also invites speculation that energy loads of the visual response are supplied by these mitochondria and that rapid changes of the oxidation reduction state of the DPNH may be involved in such responses, as has been observed in muscular contractions. 9 The spectral sensitivities for ultraviolet and visible excitation of visual response in the bee are very similar, while there are great differences in Limulus. It is possible that special factors are involved in Limulus, for example, that DPNH is more accessible to the external illumination.
These considerations may also apply to aphakics. Their ultraviolet sensitivity is remarkable; acuity is retained at 365 m,4 and vision to 309 mjA is claimed.'0
In general, the observations on cytochrome a3 photodissociation and on visual sensitivity call attention to the facts that mitochondrial DPNH is a natural fluorochrome of aerobic tissues and that its fluorescence is readily excited by radiation in the region from 370 mjA to 310 mMA for the nicotinimide moiety and at even shorter wavelengths from the adenine group or from the aromatic amino acid groups of the binding protein. While this may not be the only cause of ultraviolet vision, it is one that merits consideration.
